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Thank you for your commitment to Safety First and Always

Key Safety Contacts: CONN.: Zeke Dumas  413-834-5289   I  MASS.: Jon Duffy  339-987-7007 
GAS: Janet Evans  860-558-5075   I   N.H.: Chris Stock  603-930-4548

Weather Forecast for 5/15/20:  Rain showers with the possibility of scattered thunderstorms and 
temperatures in the 70s across most of the Eversource service territory. 

Key Safety Message: Social Distancing Outdoors Also Important
Enjoying the great outdoors is one activity we can continue to experience as most stores, restaurants and 
businesses remain closed. The same rules of social distancing that apply indoors, however, continue to 
apply outdoors.
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COVID-19 Safety Briefing
May 15,  2020

Outdoor Safety and the Coronavirus

REMINDER: If you are not feeling well or a member of your household is sick, call your supervisor. 
After you’ve called your supervisor, call HRConnect at 800-841-8684.

• Choose your routes carefully to avoid crowded trails and parking lots. 

• Run or ride on sidewalks or trails and avoid busy roads. 

• Be mindful about the surfaces you touch when you’re out  
(park benches, public bathroom fixtures, buttons for crosswalks). 

• Bring your own water and snacks.

• Stay at least six feet away when passing other people.

While stay-at-home orders are still in effect, they 
do allow exceptions for engaging in outdoor 
activities, like walking your dog, riding a bike or 
going on a run. Family members (or those living in 
the same household) can stay in close proximity 
to one another; walking with neighbors or friends, 
however, requires the six-foot distance. Any 
activities involving groups of people or physical 
contact (like a pickup game of soccer or flag 
football) are a no-go. 

BE PREPARED Whether you are planning to spend some time outside or run to the grocery store for essential 
items, it is more important than ever to be prepared. Pack a face covering and hand sanitizer, and consider 
bringing sanitizing wipes or gloves in case you come in contact with a high-touch surface, such as a shopping 
cart or gas pump. Upon returning home, always wash your hands.

Running and Bicycling Outside
You may feel safe from the virus in the fresh air and wide open spaces. Whether you’re 
running, jogging or biking, the six-foot rule still applies for everybody in every situation. 
Consider the following tips:


